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reality is that she is meant to be Princess Supergirl,
and that her being king of the Nova's is just a way to
go full-on superhero. Click to expand... I almost want
to see that scenario. It would be so "different" to see
her as Supergirl, not as a traitor for betraying her
country and people. If not, she has a pretty terrible
weakness, honestly. Regardless, I've always enjoyed
the idea that Nebulas were born Kryptonians.
(spoilers) She's a character. She's not meant to be any
of those things. She's a character. What she means is
she'd love to be, but she can't be. She's a character.
What she means is she'd love to be, but she can't be.
Supergirl is a television character, so her
characterization would be messed up if she wasn't
from Krypton. Unless you are saying that every
Kryptonian character is supposed to be from Krypton,
that makes no sense. Supergirl is a television
character, so her characterization would be messed up
if she wasn't from Krypton. Unless you are saying that
every Kryptonian character is supposed to be from



Krypton, that makes no sense. Click to expand... Yes,
no doubt. But she is portrayed as Kryptonian by DC
(I'm not saying in the sense you are suggesting, we're
talking about by the character writers). And I agree
with this all, I think. Nothing wrong with the idea of a
Kryptonian Nebulan. I just wouldn't treat it the same
as or as important as the regular Kryptonians. And for
the record, I find the idea that the regular Kryptonians
are now all dead more interesting. I'd love to see who
is left! I think that in a world where all the
Kryptonians have been wiped out, it's kinda cool
seeing one of those you mentioned
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